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Abstract: Technology has grown by leaps and bounds and has also peeped into almost 

each and every affair that men are engaged with, in their day-to-day life. The condition is 

no different in the field of academics. A comprehensive survey in the field of translation 

studies will prove the dramatic increase of translation studies in a new dimension, 

particularly by the technological increase and obviously by globalization. Translation 

studies being a wide spectrum inculcate many subjects under its vast wings. This paper 

aims at an objective enterprise to analyze the possible advantages as well as the 

disadvantages of technology in the field of media translation. Media translation earns 

more currency these days as it is more accurate than machine translation because its takes 

care of the nuances of language which computers are unable to do.  The peculiarity of 

language is that it changes with context and this contextual difference could be analyzed 

only if the translation is done manually. It cannot be done by the use of any high quality 

software. Hence we understand that media translation helps in better effective 

communication and understanding.   

Introduction 

This paper aims at an objective study of the possible advantages as well as the 

disadvantages of technology in the field of translation for media and business in the present 

context.  The peculiarity of language is that it changes with context. This contextual difference 

can be analyzed when the translation is done manually. It cannot be done by the use of any high 

quality software. Hence we understand that manual translation helps in better effective 

communication and understanding. And yet it remains the need of the day that technological 

tools to the possible extent are pressed into service for translation. Technological tools can be 

used to advantage in the process of manual translation. 
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Classification of Translation Technology tools and resources 

The components of translation technologies in five large blocks: 

A) The translator’s computer equipment 

B) Communication and documentation tools   

C) Text editing and desktop publishing 

D) Language tools and resources 

E) Translation tools 

A) The Translator’s Computer Equipment 

The translator’s computer equipment is related to the general functioning of the 

computer. Its physical components, operating systems (Windows, Linux, McIntosh), computer 

programs that are concerned with computer maintenance (antivirus, file compression and 

decompression software), the different data input and output elements and types of information 

support (floppy drive, CD-ROM and DVD drives), computer peripherals (printer, scanner) and 

basic utilities software (notepad, simple image processing software, screenshot applications). 

There are others that are very useful to translators, such as CD-ROM emulators, which allow the 

user to setup several virtual drives that can be used to introduce a number of dictionaries on 

CDROM and such other equipments along with their operating programs. 

B) Communication and Documentation Tools 

 The concepts, tools and resources that translators use to interact, through the computer 

and networks, with their actual or potential clients, with other translators or specialists, or to 

obtain information and data from other computers or servers make up the communication and 

documentation tools. Such communications can be used to seek translation jobs, to settle doubts 

about a certain job, to send and receive texts. 

Documentary research and consulting websites offer specialized knowledge 

(bibliographic databases, online encyclopedias, the websites of universities and research groups). 

They are the means to use and the adapt the information and communication technologies in the 
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translation process. They are research and business communication enabling tools. These 

technologies also allow them to communicate with other translators, terminologists or computer 

experts by using the different Internet services (e-mail, chat, videoconference and Web 

conference software, networks, file transfer, mail lists, and especially virtual collaborative work 

environments or private virtual networks). Besides these technologies, the translator will have to 

know how to use software utilities that enable communication to take place under safe 

conditions, such as firewalls. 

C) Text Editing and Desktop Publishing 

Any tools that are used for writing, correcting and revising texts are part of this block of 

elements, especially word processors, but also HTML and/or XML editors, Web page design 

applications. Nowadays, word processors already come with a series of built-in functions like 

spelling, grammar and style checkers and dictionaries of synonyms in several languages. In 

addition to these functions, the processor also incorporates other revision functions that enable 

other people to make modifications to a document. They can later be either accepted or rejected 

by the author, while keeping the different contributions made by each of the people who have 

processed the text separately. These are revision and correction enabling tools. A thorough 

knowledge of the word processor and its advanced functions can greatly simplify the 

performance of repetitive tasks or the job of formatting. In subtitling, for example, each line of 

text cannot have more than certain number of characters. The translator would have to count the 

characters in each line by hand, but she/he can now create a template that limits the number of 

characters per line. Making use of optical character recognition software enables the translator to 

negotiate between image formats and text formats. 

D) Language Tools and Resources 

This block includes the tools and resources designed for the collection and organization 

of linguistic data (texts, vocabulary, terms and phrase logical expressions, together with any 

linguistically interesting information such as the grammatical category or meaning, in the case of 

words, or the textual genre in the case of texts). It is essentially made up of electronic 
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dictionaries, databases and text. A distinction must be made between tools and resources. Tools 

allow translators to introduce and manage their own linguistic information, whereas resources 

are sets of previously gathered linguistic data which are made available in some electronic 

format so that they can be used or looked up by translators. Multitier and Wordsmith are tools 

that help translators in terminology database management or text analysis. The British National 

Corpus, Eurodicautom or Termium are language resources that the translator can use to look up 

text corpora.  

E) Translation Tools 

These are tools that play a part in the actual translation process, that is, that are 

specifically designed to work with at least one source text and one target text at the same time 

and establish relationships between both texts on a segment level or whole text level. In some 

cases they are combined with another type of software that belongs to other categories, such as 

word processors or terminology databases. Everything seems to indicate that in the future these 

different programs (translation, word processor, databases) will become far more integrated, as 

has happened with word processors, which now include spelling and grammar check functions. 

In any case, the point to be highlighted as regards these applications is that they are capable of 

managing a source text and its corresponding target text at the same time. This category 

embraces assisted translation programs (which include translation memory management 

software, terminology databases and word processor) and machine translation programs. 

Translation programs are expected to diversify in the coming years in order to meet the 

needs of the different areas of specialization encountered in translation. Computer-assisted 

translation (essentially consisting of translation memories) and machine translation are useful in 

specialized translation. Computer-assisted translation tools are also of great importance for 

localization purposes. Other programs that aid audio-visual translation or interpreting have also 

recently begun to appear. It is to be expected that more and more programs will be marketed to 

facilitate specific tasks in different specialized areas of translation. Literary translation could 

benefit from having access to corpora of literary texts. Legal translation would be aided by 

having access to databases containing standardized models of documents used in the legal area. 
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Benefits of Language Translation Software 

The fast paced global market requires a business course fuelled by highly efficient 

international networks, local market penetration strategies and solutions designed to meet the 

increasingly sophisticated needs of customers. Worldwide communication with partners, 

customers and employees in a variety of languages is the need of the day. Machine translation 

solutions help companies improve communications in multiple languages. Language translation 

solutions can be trained to a specific business objective or domain. The software generates 

publishable quality translations for organizations to bridge the multilingual communications gap 

both internally and externally.  

The Information Multiple Languages Language is an essential driver of enterprise 

growth. The ever-expanding volume of information to be translated demands increased efforts to 

consider, draft, publish, and update texts in multiple languages. Websites, technical 

documentation, knowledge bases, strategic documents, and other information enhance their full 

value if they are translated consistently across the enterprise. The same information must be 

understood by and communicated to employees, customers and partners worldwide. Content 

management and the localization of websites must include the capacity for real-time translation 

as an integral part of the publication process. 

Machine translation eliminates constraints of human translation cost and capacity. A 

translator usually translates 2,000 words per day for about 20 cents per word in the international 

translation business. As the volume of information grows, it spills over the capacity of human 

translators as well as business budgets. Corporations want to translate more for less and they 

need to do it fast. Machine translation is the only viable solution to translate content. It is quick 

and the cost is independent of the volume translated. 

Machine translation can be used by human translation service providers as a way to 

increase productivity. The solutions are easily integrated into qualified working to produce high 

efficiency gains. They also help localization groups translate more content at lower costs time 

schedule and market advantages. 
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Systematic use of glossaries, dictionaries, corporate and multilingual data guarantees 

consistent translation across organizations. They contribute to the development of a common 

language, a corporate asset. Machine translation integrates with enterprise applications such as 

content management, search, websites, Discovery, and others. 

The Advantages and Disadvantages of Machine Translation 

In the past when we had to figure out the meaning of a word from another language, we 

made use of a dictionary. Not only was a very time consuming task but also irritating because it 

was difficult to interpret the meanings. Moreover, when an entire paragraph or note had to be 

translated, this could be very difficult because one word would have several meanings. So what 

to do? That is where the machine translator comes into the picture. 

Since the advent of the 21st century, there have been a lot of developments and new 

technologies have been introduced which have made life more convenient and simple. A 

machine translator is such a small yet useful device. Machine translation, which is also known as 

Computer Aided Translation, is basically the use of software programs which have been 

specifically designed to translate both verbal and written texts from one language to another. In 

the face of rapid globalization, such services have become invaluable for people.  

The advantages of Machine Translation 

When time is a crucial factor, machine translation can save the day. You don’t have to 

spend hours poring over dictionaries to translate words. Instead, the software can translate the 

content quickly and provide a quality output to the user. The next benefit of machine 

translation is that it is comparatively cheap. Initially, it might look like an unnecessary 

investment. But in the long run it is a very small cost considering the return it provides. 

Confidentiality is another matter which makes machine translation avourable. Giving sensitive 

data to a translator might be risky while with machine translation your information is protected.A 

machine translator usually translates text between many languages. 

The Disadvantages of Machine Translation 
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Accuracy is not offered by the machine translation on a consistent basis. You can get the 

gist of the draft or documents but machine translation only does word to word translation. The 

translated text may have to be corrected manually later on. Systematic and formal rules are 

followed by machine translation. It cannot concentrate on context and solve ambiguity. Either 

does it make use of experience or mental outlook like a human translator can. These are the 

primary advantages and disadvantages of using machine translation for a document regardless of 

language. They can be weighed and the right decision can be made depending on the information 

and the quality of output that is required. 

Conclusion 

Thus the Translation Technologies constitute a new field that requires theoretical 

consideration and discussion to achieve a structure of its own and internal coherence. In this 

paper we have attempted to contribute to reaching these goals identifying components biased on 

professional practice. The rapid development of the translation technologies and the array of 

tools and resources available mean that the classification we have proposed here will have to be 

quickly expanded and subdivided too. We will have to keep on the watch to capture the new 

distinctions that will be have to be made. Moreover, we can also foresee seemingly contradictory 

developments on the one hand, the development of translation tools and resources that integrate 

different functions that translators nowadays have perform using different tools and, on the other 

hand, the creation and development of translation tools and resources that are restricted or 

specific to a particular specialized area of translation.  
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